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Abstract
The collaboration between Italy (Museo Civico di Storia Naturale 

di Verona) and China (Guizhou Provincial Science and Technology De-
partment and Guizhou Normal University of Guiyang) was established 
in 1994. In fact, in 1992 the Geology and Paleontology Department of 
the Museum of Natural History of Verona had already initiated a series 
of studies on hydrogeological and karst development in South Western 
China; initially in Guangxi (1992) and, since 1994, in Guizhou. Eight sci-
entific expeditions were carried out by the Department of Geology-Pale-
ontology and Zoology of the Museum of Verona between 1994 and 2004. 
During these research campaigns numerous speleological, hydrogeologi-
cal and biological data were collected, most of the latter are unpublished, 

which allowed the identification in the areas of Hong Lin (Qianxi County) 
and Libo County, of the most suitable and interesting areas for the devel-
opment and integration of the researches begun in the previous years. The 
last researches in Cina (2003 and 2004) was co-financed by the Ministry 
of Foreing Affairs of Italy. The research project is named “Quality of the 
most important reservoirs of karst waters and of the subterranean environ-
ments of Guizhou”. In this two years more than one hundred caves was 
explored and a lot of cave fauna was collected for study. As part of the 
project an internet site has been set up (www.progettoguizhou.it), struc-
tured in many differents parts. This has been an excellent tool for com-
munication and the diffusion of information at a national and international 
level both in the phases prior to the investigations as well as afterwards. 
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Abstract
The Boston Grotto, chartered January 26, 1952, is the 18th oldest 

grotto in the NSS.  In 2002, in recognition of the 50th anniversary of the 
Grotto, members reviewed historical records, contacted original members, 
and then presented the history at the 2002 NSS Convention in Camden, 
Maine.  This club’s story is typical of many caving organizations and may 
help other clubs gain perspective on their history.

The grotto started when students at Harvard and MIT, led by Tom Barr, 
decided that visiting caves would provide excitement and adventure in 
locales far from Boston where there are few caves.  In the late 1950’s, 
when the core student members graduated and moved away, it fell upon 
a new member, Roioli Schweiker, to resurrect the club.  She did this by 
recruiting from among working professionals, most in technical fields.  
To involve the new members in the club she started projects to find caves.  
One of her first projects was the first guidebook to the caves of Schoharie 
County, New York.  Eventually, Schweiker’s leadership passed to other 
chairmen, some of whom did not actively promote membership in the 
Grotto.  By the late 1970’s, it fell upon John Evans to resurrect the club. 
He did it by appointing each grotto member to a responsible position in 
the club, and involving the Boston Grotto in the 1979 NSS Convention 
held in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, particularly when locating and mapping 
caves in New York, Vermont and Massachusetts prior to the convention.  
The two subsequent chairmen, Kevin Harris and Steve Stokowski, con-
tinued this caver recruitment and retention model with caving projects in 
Massachusetts, Maine, New Mexico, New York, and Rhode Island, in-
cluding cave mapping projects before the NSS Conventions in New York 
and Maine. 

Grotto members contributed significantly to cave mapping and explo-
ration.  A map of Mitchells Cave, NY drawn by the Grotto graced the 
first NRO (Northeast Regional Organization) Bulletin, and club members 
produced the first maps of some of the longest caves in New Hampshire 
(MDBTHS) and Maine (Enchanted Lake Cave).  Grotto members wrote or 
contributed important material for the publications Vermont Caves, Caves 
of Massachusetts, and NSS publications for the Pittsfield, Schoharie, and 

Camden conventions.  Grotto members also made important contributions 
in the exploration of Ellisons, Fisher Ridge, Lechuguilla, Mammoth-Flint 
Ridge, McFails, Mystery, Peña Colorada, Rio Camuy, San Agustin, and 
Scott Hollow caves.

Two Boston Grotto members died while caving.  Jim Mitchell, the 
grotto vice-chairman, died from hypothermia in Schroeders Pants Cave, 
NY in 1965.  The NSS named the James G. Mitchell award after him.  Eric 
Tsakle passed away because of rock movement in Fullers Cave, WV in 
1985.  These fatalities led to increased safety and rescue training, which 
prevented incidents and resulted in better outcomes for later accidents.

Many members of the Boston Grotto subsequently went on to promi-
nent positions in the NSS and the National Cave Rescue Commission, 
received significant awards from the NSS, or completed significant and 
widely-recognized cave-related scientific and engineering accomplish-
ments in biology, computer science, electronics, geology, and medicine.

Introduction
The Boston Grotto, chartered January 26, 1952, is the 18th oldest grotto 

in the NSS. Given the extent of karst landscape or lack thereof in the 
Northeastern United States, it is a true testament to the motivation of a 
handful of people that the Boston Grotto ever came into existence and 
thrived for 6 decades. From the very beginning, the major challenge that 
faced its members was the need to organize long distance caving trips to 
places like West Virginia and the TAG country, to find the spare time to do 
it and to do it safely. The holiday weekend trip to West Virginia from Bos-
ton, Massachusetts is not an extraordinary occasion for our members. It is 
part of life. The unofficial #1 rule of the Grotto is this: if your caving does 
not exceed in hours your round trip driving then it is not worthy. That is 
not to say the Boston Grotto members snub at what New England and the 
Northeast have to offer. They are the main force behind a systematic effort 
to identify, explore and survey all karst formations in the Massachusetts 
area, while extensive mapping and conservation efforts have been un-
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dertaken in the upstate New York, New Hampshire, Maine, Vermont and 
Rhode Island coastline areas. At the same time, the cosmopolitan charac-
ter of a major urban area like the city of Boston ensures an international 
spirit amongst our members who have organized extensive international 
trips. To the best of our knowledge, the 14th UIS in Athens marks the first 
occasion that two Boston Grotto members, Emily Davis and Emmanuel 
Pothos, will be caving in Greece, although George Ehrenfried was known 
to pay a non-caving visit in the 70’s. The commitment of our members 
to caving is tragically illustrated by the fact that the Boston Grotto is the 
only caving organization in the NSS and maybe the only one in the world 
to have an acting vice chair killed in caving action. His remains are still 
entombed in the cave where he fell. The incident is described in more 
detail below.

The 1950s
Most of the information in this section is based on an interview with 

George Ehrenfried (NSS# 2099R) which took place in his house (Cam-
bridge, MA) on June, 2005 and on personal notes provided by George 
Ehrenfried and Roioli Schweiker.  It was a group of students from Harvard 
and MIT with interests in geology, cave biology and simply caving that 
put together an application to the NSS for a new grotto in the Boston area. 
Thomas C. Barr, Jr., the founding president, was notified of the granting of 
the charter on March 10th, 1952. The charting date was January 26th, 1952. 
Tom’s thesis was on bat hibernation. Soon thereafter,  a fellow working for 
Polaroid by the name of George Ehrenfried happened on the Sportsman’s 
Show from February 4th to the 9th. Dexter Hinckley (from Schenectady, 
NY and a member of the MET Grotto) had put together the NSS exhibit 
there. George was impressed with the elaborate tunnel and the artificial 
speleothems and when Dexter told him about the grotto he decided to join. 
After a February 21st Grotto meeting in the Harvard Biology Laboratory, 
George participated in one of the first caving trips to Duanesburg, N.Y. 
led by Duane Featherstonehaugh. As George remembers, the whole party 
stayed in Duane’s family barn and “shocked the puritanical women of 
the family”. Some of the caves visited include Wards, South Bethlehem, 
Hailes and Church. Early trips of the Grotto also visited the Twin Lakes 
(or Bashful Lady) cave, Schroeders Pants, Bensons, Eldons and Sun-
derland. Clarksville Cave, one of the perennial and convenient favorites 
for the Grotto was visited on November 2nd, 1952 according to the diary 
entries of George Ehrenfried. The first Grotto meeting on international 
caves was on November 7th, 1952 and focused on a presentation by Pierre 
Agiron of France on French caves. 

Some of the notable activities of the early Boston Grotto include the 
participation in the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence meeting in Boston in December 1953. NSS was an AAAS affiliate 
and George Ehrenfried reported on the NSS section meeting in Science 
magazine. Around that time, the long time affiliation of the Grotto with 
the town of Schoharie, N.Y. was initiated with an underground research 
project to find new water sources. While a pair of still unidentified mem-
bers discovered a connection between Bensons and Secret Caverns, it be-
came apparent that the then famous waterfall was not running at night. It 
was simply an artificial stream turned on and off by the guide just before a 
group of visitors were to show up. Finally, it should be noted that the first 
recorded accident in the Grotto took place when the mother of a Grotto 
member put a pair of caving jeans in the washer without realizing that a 
can of carbide was left in a pocket. Pieces of the exploding washer went 
through the ceiling.

A number of remarkable cavers were active with the Grotto during the 
50s. Tom Barr, the first Grotto chair, was elected president of the NSS 
(NSS News, 1965, vol. 23, p. 96) and later became state speleologist in 
Tennessee. Rane Curl was one of the early chairs, a good organizer and 
prominent in NSS later as President. Don Peters was one of the most crea-
tive chairs of the Grotto and distinguished himself in games, songs and 

paintings. He published the booklet “Songs of Cavers” in 1954, while his 
trip in Boca del Diablo (the Devil’s Throat), Mexico made the headlines 
as he was marooned for three days by high water and rope trouble. In 
the November 1957 issue of the NSS News (p. 129) we read an article 
by Don Peters on how he and a party of three decided to explore this 
famous cave southwest of Mexico City where bandits roaming the Sierra 
Madre disposed of their victims. Except that this time the danger came 
from elsewhere. Some fifty feet from the bottom of the pit (total length 
was estimated at 300 feet), the rope snagged through an “eye” in a rock 
ledge and snarled badly. As they worked into the evening trying to salvage 
as much of the twisted rope as they could, a thunderstorm broke loose and 
the ensuing downpour trapped them into the cave for at least 20 hours. No 
skeletons at the bottom of the pit, just piles of Pepsi Cola bottle caps! 

As creative as Don Peters was, membership was fizzling out, organiza-
tion was deteriorating and finances were not in good shape. Enter Roioli 
Schweiker, who made a strong effort in reviving the Boston Grotto. She 
started as a competent rock climber and member of the Pittsburgh Grotto 
around 1955. She soon moved to Boston when she was a pen pal of Don 
Peters on the “Songs of Caves”, so she joined the Boston Grotto upon 
arrival. In the Spring of 1956, Roioli was recruited as the Grotto’s secre-
tary-treasurer by the then Chair Don Grandly. Soon after, chair and vice-
chair left the area, only to drop the Grotto’s fate in the hands of Roioli.  
Theodore Uhlman was elected chair, but both he and Roioli were not from 
the area and had little topographical information on the local caves. Piece-
by-piece and visit-by-visit to relatively nearby areas (Schoharie County, 
N.Y. for example) with a new baby in arms, Roioli started the New York 
State Cave File. Regular exchanges of material with other Grottos were 
initiated and the list of caves to be explored soon expanded. Cave infor-
mation poured in and the Northeastern Regional Organization was im-
pressed enough to start a cave survey of New York. The July 1957 issue 
of NSS News (p.82) features an article by Roioli on the winter caving 
activities of the Boston Grotto in January 1957. She describes her visit on 
Mt. Mansfield, Vermont, and the Cave of the Winds and the conquest of 
its last 20-foot drop and the visit to Adirondack Stone Bridge and Caves 
in Pottersville, New York. According to the diaries provided by George 
Ehrenfried, the first recorded trip to West Virginia occurred in June, 1957. 
George Ehrenfried and Roioli Schweiker were present along with Frank 
Maher, Ted Zillman, Hans Fritschi, Henry Oakum, Carol Weston, Jean 
Doren and Don Peters. The West Virginia trip went to Mouth of Sene-
ca, Glue Cave, Stratosphere Balloon Cave, Smoke Hole Cave, Sinks of 
Gandy and Sinnetts Cave. By 1958, John Fisher and Dick Anderson were 
instrumental, along with Roioli and Frank Maher, in making the survey 
of Schoharie County an official NSS project. The purchase of Schoharie 
Caverns and Balls Cave by Jim Gage (who renamed Balls Cave as Gage 
Caverns) gave Grotto members a campsite and meeting place at the cabin 
and field of Schoharie Caverns. By 1959, Loessers Woods, Lasells Hell 
Hole, Porcupine Cave on Terrace Mountain, Acks Schack,  and literally 
every single reasonable lead in Schoharie County was located. Jim Fisher, 
Hugh Blanchard, George Ehrenfried and others held the first recorded 
conference on the bylaws of the Grotto on May 4th, 1959. Soon after, 
Walter Webb of the Museum of Science joined the organization and the 
decade closed with a rather difficult trip to Purgatory Pit due to ice on the 
rope and a challenging ascent. 

The 1960’s
It was a decade of continuous caving activity and tragedy for the 

Boston Grotto. The then active members included Mike Carlucci, Hans 
Fritschi, David Gandel, Bob Fenichel, Joanne Roberts, Sue Griggs, Glo-
ria Goldberg, Gay Lorraine,  Jim Fisher, Dan Hoyt, Roioli Schweiker, 
George Ehrenfried, Francis Kuhn, Frank Kreider, Alan Budreau, Mark van 
Baalen, Stuart Peck, John Dunning, Emily Davis and others. The diaries 
of the Grotto refer to the following caves as sites that Grotto members vis-
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ited: Surprise Cave, Rhodes Cave, Bentleys, Pettibone Falls, Eldons and 
various unnamed caves in Alabama, Puerto Rico, California and Iceland. 
A party of 5 including George Ehrenfried and Alan Budreau discovered 
about 600 feet of virgin passage in Surprise with impressive new forma-
tions and exercised good judgement in keeping it secret until protection 
could be arranged. The first documented cave diving trip by the Grotto ap-
parently occurred in 1968 in Knox and McFails and involved Brian Pease, 
Barry Allen, Art Palmer, Peg Palmer, Peter Williams, Ed Miller, and Alan 
Budreau, with the first two being the divers and the rest being coolies. It 
is almost certain that numerous other caves not mentioned above were 
visited in the 60s and are simply not referenced in records. 

James Gentry Mitchell, NSS No. 7157, was the first fatality of the Bos-
ton Grotto in Schroeders Pants Cave, Herkimer County, New York (NSS 
News, March 1965, vol. 23, No 3, pp. 35 and 95). The incident took place 
on Sunday February 14th, 1965. James was a chemistry graduate student at 
M.I.T. residing in Winthrop, Massachusetts at the time. He was part of the 
research team on the Gemini Space Project. His caving activities originat-
ed in St. Louis when he was an undergraduate. His parents Mr. and Mrs. 
James G. and Winalee Mitchell of Waterville, Ohio and a brother who was 
also a caver survived James. His parents have instituted the James Gentry 
Mitchell Memorial cave Research Fund in care of the NSS.

James was the vice chair of the Boston Grotto at the time of his 
passing and an enthusiastic and likeable young caver. During the fatal 
trip, he helped Hedy Miller and Charles Wagner up the rope and out of 
Schroeder’s Pants cave. The ascent out of the cave exposed the cavers to a 
small entrance stream waterfall. Upon attempting to exit the cave himself, 
James became hypothermic, quickly lost consciousness and died. In a spe-
cial note that his parents published in the NSS News (ibid), it is empha-
sized that the temperature of the water was very cold and James had only 
a few minutes to react before he was in serious circumstances. The short 
reaction time left and the lack of appropriate equipment and experience by 
the other cavers to lift James’s body over the top led to the tragic outcome. 
His remains are still located where he fell, while the cave has been closed 

since authorities used explosives to make it collapse and fill the pit. Re-
ports of unauthorized visits since then have prompted the Boston Grotto to 
consider the option of recovering Jim’s remains for burial.

According to Alan Budreau, the death of Jim Mitchell energized the 
Grotto because of the notoriety.  Dan Hartline, with help from his friend 
Beth and his brother Peter, created a well-organized, safety conscious 
club. Definite qualifications for “horizontal caver” and “vertical caver” 
were introduced after much training and rescue practice.  Will Crowther 
worked out an ingenious pulley arrangement that would allow any small 
caver to pull almost anyone up and most of the members learned it.

The 1970s
The previous decade set the pace for the Boston Grotto members and 

defined West Virginia and New York as the areas most frequently visited 
by members outside of New England. The shared long car drives were by 
now the norm. Accidents were reduced but not altogether eliminated. In 
1975, a falling rock injured Boston Grotto member Carl Traina as he was 
negotiating the bottom of the Thunderbolt Climb in Schoolhouse Cave, 
West Virginia. As it was Thanksgiving weekend, hundreds of rescuers 
showed up. Led by Boston Grotto members, the rescuers pulled Carl up 
the climb and across Nick-of-Time (over a 150-foot deep pit) out of the 
cave. He did suffer a broken hip.

One of the notable active members in the 1970s were Jerry McCollum, 
one of the few blind people ever to cave frequently.  He was trip chair for 
many years, and had a great sense of humor.  He did not let his disability 
impede his explorations in the least, and was active in conquering all cav-
ing obstacles: climbs, water, chimneys and tight squeezes.  His nemesis 
was traveling over rough breakdown, but he flew in crawlways.  

Other active members in the ‘70s were Dave Allured, Peter Quick, 
Jeff Barry, Wanda Metcalf, Bob Warshow,  Steve Stillman and Henry 
Schnieker.  Dave move to the west and became one of the discoverers of 

Boston Grotto in the Early Years
Top Left: Don Peters and Jean Doren in Sinnetts Cave, West Virginia, June 15th, 1957. 
Photograph provided by Roioli Schweiker. Top Right: George Ehrenfried in Ones-
quethaw Cave, Clarksville, N.Y. December 7th, 1957. Photograph provided by George 
Ehrenfried.  Bottom Left: Roioli Schweiker in Delaware, undated photo. Photograph 
provided by Roioli Schweiker.
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Lechuguilla Cave.  Peter led the exploration and mapping of caves in Ver-
mont before graduating from UMass (Amherst) and moving to Michigan.  
He later became one of the principal explorers of the Fisher Ridge Cave 
System in Kentucky. In 1974 John Evans moved to the Boston area and 
joined the Boston Grotto, in which he would serve as Chair from 1975 
to 1986. John was the only Grotto member familiar with vertical caving 
when he joined. Over the years, John has participated in expeditions to 
Mexico, and visited caves in over 25 states. He has become proficient 
in cave surveying and mapping, vertical caving techniques, and a certi-
fied cave diver. Kevin Harris joined the Grotto in 1977 and became vice 
chair until 1986. John and Kevin emphasized an “egalitarian” philosophy, 
where the Grotto led lots of novice, training and intermediate trips and 
didn’t concentrate on aggressive exploring. Emily Davis, later Mobley, 
also became increasingly active with the organization, especially in the 
New York area. Emily would eventually establish Speleobooks and in-
vest her efforts in cave conservation in the Schoharie County area and 
elsewhere. The decade closed with the successful organization of the NSS 
Convention and publication of guidebook by Boston Grotto in Pittsfield, 
Massachusetts.

The 1980s and 1990s
George Ehrenfried made several trips to Iceland in the ‘70s and ‘80s.  

One trip in 1985 included Kevin Harris, and was noteworthy as an explo-
ration of an old, partially collapsed lava tube disclosed a sequence of 28 
“caves” and 42 “natural bridges” in a row over a 2 mile stretch of ground 
were discovered.

Starting in 1980,  John Evans became involved with cave rescue. He 
currently is Regional Coordinator for the National Cave Rescue Com-
mission of the NSS and organizes courses to train both cavers and rescue 
agency personnel. As a culture of caving safety became paramount for the 
Boston Grotto, undeserved bad luck did not abandon its members. The 
second caving fatality occurred in West Virginia in 1985. A shifting break-
down block crushed member Eric Tsakle in the Fuller cave entrance to the 
Culverson Creek Cave System. Hundreds of cavers had passed the rock 
before the incident and none had suspected that the 8-ton rock could eas-
ily shift and cause serious injury.  This tragedy affected the grotto greatly: 
several long time members dropped out and disagreements over safety 
and editorial policy in the newsletter sapped energy.  Only the eventual 
addition of several energetic new members eventually brought the grotto 
back to its former level of activity. In 1986 (and until 2001) Kevin Harris 
became the new chair with John Evans as vice-chair .

The increased emphasis on safety training eventually paid off. In 1991, 
Beverly Schwartz got trapped in a very tight crawlway in Clarksville 
Cave, N.Y. Gary Lau called for cave rescue assistance and Bev was freed 
after 20 hours. In 1998, Craig Douglas (not a Grotto member) slipped 
while negotiating a tight fissure passage at Keyhole Cave, N.Y. He ended 
up hanging upside down from his leg caught in the fissure. Buster Miller, 
a Boston Grotto member, attached a chest harness on Craig and pulled him 
into a horizontal position. John Evans, Morrie Gasser, Jeff Zinc, Chrissy 
Frotten and other Boston Grotto members directed an effort of 100 people 
for 2 days that led to Craig using an air chisel to free himself. Also in 
1991, the Grotto was heavily involved in the organization of the NSS 
Convention in Cobleskill, New York (50th NSS Anniversary).

On November 15th, 1996, former Grotto member Joanne Van Sam-
beek (formerly Roberts) was killed instantly by a reckless car driver in 
the land of the bicycle, the Netherlands. Editor of the Boston Grotto 
Newsletter, predecessor to The Massachusetts Caver, Joanne was an ac-
complished international caver and butterfly expert who inspired others 
with her outdoor activities in the caves and mountains of New England 
(The Massachusetts Caver, January-February 1997, vol. XVI, no. 1).

A major grotto project at the end of the 1990s was the editing of the 

1996 NSS “SpeleoDigest”.  This NSS publication is always edited by vol-
unteers from the contributed grotto newsletters from all over the USA and 
foreign grottos.  Sheilarae Lau led a tremendous effort of coordination of 
selecting, re-entering, and editing one of the most successful Speleodi-
gests ever.  Its print run is now sold out at the NSS bookstore.

The New Millennium and Beyond
Although the trips to nearby New York, West Virginia and internation-

al locations continued, a systematic effort to identify, explore and survey 
caves in Massachusetts was launched by new chairman Steve J. Stokowski 
in 2001 and is ongoing up to this day. Steve is a geologist who has caved 
in 28 states, starting in Maryland, and abroad. His ambition (or despera-
tion) to locate as many caves as possible in the area has also expanded into 
Rhode Island and Maine and a systematic effort to locate sea caves in the 
New England coastline.  Former chair Kevin Harris has trained several 
new members in surveying, quite often by ingeniously using “formations” 
and “speleothems” made out of gardening tools, all types of pots and cans 
and garden trees in his own backyard. It is one of the challenges the Bos-
ton Grotto has to face: how to train cavers in surveying in a region without 
many caves of appropriate size. 

Our former vice-chair (2001-2005),  Kevin Flanagan, deserves special 
mention. Maybe in a tradition worthy of the old  pioneering trips of Roioli 
Schweiker and company to survey the New York area, Kevin has become 
a significant contributor to the Germany Valley Karst Survey (GVKS) in 
West Virginia.  His goals include  exploration and survey of new passage 
in Memorial Day Cave and other old and newly discovered and dug caves 
in that famous valley. At least once a month when the caves are open, 
Kevin would drive south for a long weekend to dig and survey for 24-48 
hours at a time. Updates on his progress constitute a large part of our 
monthly meeting.

In 2001, the Boston Grotto helped the Boston Museum of Science 
market the IMAX film, “Journey into Amazing Caves.”  The museum’s 
goals were to increase attendance and interest in the film.  The Grotto’s 
goals were to support the museum, to attract local individuals in the cav-
ing community who were not in the grotto, and increase club camaraderie.  
To achieve the goals, the Boston Grotto contributed large photographs of 
caves, a display of caving equipment on a mannequin, posters of grotto 
activities in speleology and caving. The members attending included Ste-
ven J. Stokowski, Stephen Hulbert, John Evans, Anne Fletcher, Morrie 
Gasser, John Hannon, Gary Lau, Joanne Pacheco, Karen Potter, Sybille 
Rex and Chris Taylor.

At the NSS Convention in 1997 in Missouri, Peter Jones of Camden, 
ME recruited Kevin Harris as co-chair and they began planning in earnest 
for a successful NSS convention bid in 1999. Kevin passed on the Grotto 
chair’s position to Steve Stokowski and Peter and Kevin worked almost 
exclusively on the planning and logistical work required for hosting the 
NSS at this remote corner of the country, along with a massive amount of 
work by other members and regional cavers. The 2002 NSS convention 
was a big success with over 1000 attendance, very unusual for a non-
central convention and a fitting celebration for the 50th anniversary of the 
Boston Grotto.

In the following year, Boston Grotto organized the Fall 2003 North-
east Regional Organization meeting in Barton Cove, Massachusetts. 
Several members contributed in writing a detailed guidebook on caves 
of Northern Massachusetts, Berkshire, Southern Vermont and the Taconic 
Mountains. They also led caving trips to Rattlesnake Gutter Cave in Lev-
erett, MA; Bears Den in Greenfield; Sunderland Ice Cave, Sunderland; 
Barndoor, Serpent and Hermits Cave in Erving; Bakers Quarry and Coon 
Hollow Cave in Lanesborough; Natural Bridge and the Hudson Brook 
Chasm in North Adams. Grotto participants included the NRO staff (Ste-
ve Stokowski, Chair; John Evans, treasurer; Sybille Rex and Dan Hoyt, 
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guidebook editors) and members Bob Dion, George Ehrenfried, Morrie 
Gasser, Kevin Harris, Steve Hulbert, Katherine Lea, Jim Moore, Alan 
Plante, Emmanuel Pothos, Peter Quick, Hubert Shen and James Keary. 

As of Summer 2005, the Boston Grotto officers are Steve Stokowski, 
Chair; Steve Philbrick, Vice-Chair; Rich Lester, Secretary; John Evans, 
Treasurer; Kevin Harris, Editor of the Massachusetts Caver; Chris Taylor, 
Activity Chair and trip coordinator; Morrie Gasser, webmaster. The reader 
is encouraged to visit our website (www.bostongrotto.org). An online ver-
sion of the Massachusetts Caver is also to be found there.  In our monthly 
meetings at M.I.T. we report on and plan our trips in nearby or distant re-
gions, with West Virginia and upstate New York being the most frequently 
visited. International trips are on the ascent with members reporting on 
trips to Belize, Vietnam, China, Mexico, Italy, France, Great Britain and, 
surely to follow, Greece. And our cave diving interest is picking up with 
the help of members like John Hannon. 

Over the years, many well-known cavers were Grotto members: two 
NSS Presidents (Barr, Curl), three Honorary NSS Members (Barr, Curl, 
Palmer); numerous NSS award winners (i.e. 35-year lapel pin to George 
Ehrenfried in 2001); many NSS Fellows (Barr, Curl, Pease, Zawlocki, 
Davis, Evans, Harris, Stokowski); cave photographers (Ehrenfried, 
Bosted, Downey); cave researchers: history (Hauer), hypothermia 
(Kreider), diving (Fisher), karst geodynamics (Curl), and biology (Barr); 
Caver’s Digest creator (Lussier); Speleobooks proprietor (Davis); “Ad-
venture” computer game creator (Crowther -one of the originators of the 
Internet); LED caving light designer (Schneiker); Speleology for Caver’s 
organizer (Stokowski), and northeast coordinator for the National Cave 
Rescue Commission (Evans). Grotto members contributed significantly 
to mapping and exploration. For example:1) the Grotto’s map of Mitchells 
Cave, NY graced the first NRO Bulletin, and, 2) the longest caves in New 
Hampshire (MDBTHS) and Maine (Enchanted Lake) were first mapped 
by members. The authors of Vermont Caves and Caves of Massachusetts 
were members, and the Grotto participated heavily in the NSS Conven-

tion Guidebooks for Pittsfield, Schoharie, and Camden. Grotto members 
also made important contributions during the exploration of Ellisons, Le-
chugiua, Mammoth-Flint Ridge, McFails, Mystery, Pina Colorado, Rio 
Camay, San Augustine, and Scott Hollow caves. So, there is more caving 
in Massachusetts than you think! Only look for the cavers first, then for 
the caves when you visit the area.
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Boston Grotto
Snapshots across 20 Years
Top Left: John Evans (seated) and Peter Quick in Nickwacket Cave, Mt. Vt., 1985. 
Photo provided by Steve Stokowski.
Top right: Eric Tsakle at top of Crow Hill Cliff, Westminster, 1981. Photo provided by 
George Ehrenfried and Steve Stokowski.
Bottom: Adam Dobson, James Keary, Emmanuel Pothos near Mystic Cave, West Vir-
ginia, July 2004. Photo taken by Chris Taylor,  provided by Adam Dobson.




